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INGEMAR’S AWAKENING
Mikael Bergstrand
Warmth, Humor and Life Wisdom

Ingemar Modig wakes up soaking in his own sweat every
single morning, just before the alarm clock goes off.
Unless he manages to shut it off before it starts ringing
someone will die. This obsession has taken over his life.
But then he meets Dalia, an eleven year old refugee from
the war in Syria.

Dalia is not only terribly stubborn and who curses fiercely
in Swedish, she is also extremely good at soccer and is
someone who won’t take no for an answer. Together the
two friends search for a way beyond haunting memories
and cultural clashes.

What they don’t suspect, however, is that the local
newspaper reporter Ludvig Nilsson is lurking with his evil
plans. Everyday life in the small town of Borstafors will
soon become nothing but a memory.

Ingemar’s Awakening is in equal parts a sad yet
humorous novel about loneliness, friendship and
courage. It’s absorbing, suspenseful and heart
warming.

For all the readers who loved ”A
Man Called Ove”
by Backman
8000 copies sold
since the release

320 Pages
Rights sold:
Denmark: Modtryk
Finland: Atena
Germany: S. Fischer
Verlage
Norway: Anemone, Strawberry Publishing
Sweden: Bokfabriken
Film rights: Mint Film

Dehli Series

The books about Göran and Yogi have sold more than 200 000 copies to date.
“Bridget Jones goes 52-year old flabby football nerd” /Tara
”The language is hilarious. You are there when you read it.” / Gokväll, Sveriges Television
”It is impossible to write a reflection on India better than Shantaram, but Mikael Bergstrand succeeds in bringing the readers along
to filthy backyards, spicy smells and brightly coloured saris” / Metro
In Delhi’s most beautiful hands, a middle-aged Swedish man meets the bustling and colourful life in India and encounters
unexpected passion and friendship where he least expected to find it. Mikael Bergstrand describes this meeting with warmth and
with a large portion of humour.
Bibliography
2019 - Ingemar’s Awakening (Ingemar Modigs uppvaknande), 319 pages, novel
2017 - The Carefree Caregiver (Den sorglöse hemsamariten) 375 pages, novel

Dehli Series - Rights sold to; Sweden: Norstedts,
Denmark: Modtryk, Norway: Aschehoug Finland:

2015 - The Guru in the Pomona Valley (Gurun i Pomonadalen),375 pages, novel

Bazar, Latvia: Latvijas Mediji, Lithuania: Obuolys,

2013 - Darjeeling Mist (Dimma över Darjeeling), 395 pages, novel

The Netherlands: Signatuur, Germany: btb, Italy:

2011 - Delhi’s Most Beautiful Hands (Dehlis vackraste händer), 378 pages novel

English samples are available

Piemme, France: Gaïa, Spain: Alfaguara,
Korea: Moonhak Soochup, TV/Film rights: Anagram,
Sweden

Mikael Bergstrand is a journalist and author from Malmö, in the south of Sweden. He has previously
worked for many years on Southern Sweden´s leading daily paper Sydsvenska Dagbladet.
In 2007, Mikael moved to India and lived in New Delhi for almost four years, sharing his time between
traveling and writing. Since 2011, he lives in Sweden again, but still travels frequently to India.
In 2011, Mikael Bergstrand got his big breakthrough with Dehli's Most Beautiful Hands, which has been
sold to ten countries so far and was made into a TV series in 2016.
His most recent novel Ingemar’s Awakening has already sold to several countries and film rights.

The Book Cabinet Secret
Frida Skybäck
With 180 000 copies sold in Sweden - Skybäck is back with a third novel

In grandma’s worn down cottage, hidden away
in an old book cabinet, Rebecka finds a diary
and a stack of letters dating from the 1940’s and
soon realises that her family history is more
complicated than she could ever have imagined.
What dark secrets has her beloved grandma
Anna been hiding all these years?
Rebecka has escaped her broken family
situation and not seen her mother for a long
time, but when her grandma ends up in the
hospital, Rebecka reluctantly returns to her
hometown in the south of Sweden. In the letters
and the diary a story from World War Two
comes alive. Young Anna is in love with Luca
and ready to risk everything when he asks her to
help smuggle Danish Jews over the sound,
unaware that the action will change their lives
forever.
As Rebecka reads, she begins to understand
that she is not the only one who needs to
reconcile with her past. But is there still time for
the family to find their way back to each other?
The Book Cabinet Secret is a gripping and
hopeful story about how to move past the grief
of tragedy and love so great that it creates
waves throughout history.

"What stands out in Skybäck’s latest novels is the incredible ability to
combine depth and accessibility. This is an extinguishing feature in The
Book Cabinet Secret as well. With great instinct and perception the author
paints characters, atmosphere and emotions that are all spot on. The story
combines escapism and realism and doesn’t shy away from depicting despair
and passionate love during World War Two and in present time. With this
book Skybäck proves that she is our uncrowned Feelgood Queen. 5/5”.
- Johanna Wistedt, Amelia Magazine

The Bookshop on Riverside Drive
Charlotte is too young to be a widow, too young to loose
her loved one. In her lost state she takes a break from
her successful business and seeks for peace and quiet on
the countryside. But one day she receives an
unexpected notice, she has inherited a house in London
from an aunt she barely knew existed. And the building
is housing a bookshop.
Determined to sell the house Charlotte flies to England,
where the bookshop on Riverside is nearly bankrupted
and the eccentric staff seems beyond rescue. But even
though Charlotte doesn't know a thing about running a
bookshop she soon feels a connection to the reluctant
staff.
Whilst Charlotte struggles to rescue the bookshop she
realizes that something isn't right. How come she never
met her aunt? And what dark secrets are hidden in the
house?
The Bookshop on Riverside Drive is a warm, charming and
hopeful Feel-good novel about how a house full of
books, a random group of strangers and a bitter old
male cat can help someone start a new chapter in life.
”Adorably good and with a completely original
twist. About sisterhood, betrayal and finding a
place to heal.” -Tara Magazine
”A completely wonderful book for anglophiles
and book lovers, a real page-turner. ”

Rights Sold:
Denmark: Cicero, Gyldendal (book 1- 3)
Finland: WSOY (book 1& 2)
Lithuania: Obuolys (book 1)
Germany - Insel (book 1 -3)
Sweden - LB Förlag (book 1- 4)
Russia - Eksmo (book 1)
English sample available

Shortlisted for the German Der
LovelyBooks Leserpreis 2019
10th Best Selling Paperback 2019

Bibliography:
2020 - The Book Cabinet Secret (Bokskåpets hemlighet)
2019 - The Book Club at the End of the World (Bokcirkeln
vid världens ände) 349 pages
2018 - The Bookshop on Riverside Drive (Bokhandeln på
Riverside Drive), 444 pages
2018 - Midnight Sun (Midnattssol), historical romance
2015 – Polar Night (Polarnatt), historical romance
2014 – Northern Lights (Norrsken), historical romance
2012 – The White Lady (Den vita frun), historical romance
2011 – Charlotte Hassel (Charlotte Hassel), historical
romance

The Book Club at the End of the World
Swedish descendant Madeleine Grey moves to Ljusskär in
Skåne on a sunny spring day. She is back to intern at the
popular Freedom Church, but her stay ends abruptly when she,
only a few weeks in, suddenly packs her bag and disappears
without a trace. Thirty years later her sister Patricia receives
an anonymous letter containing Madeleine’s necklace and
decides to return to the small coastal town for a last attempt
to find her sister.
Patricia checks in to the only hotel in Ljusskär – Mona’s Bed,
Breakfast & Books, where many of the residents gather to
gossip and eat Mona’s famous Seaweed Buns. Pretty soon
Patricia befriends a divergent group of women that are linked
together through their Book Club. In between their
conversations about literature, love and marriage problems,
they begin to examine Madeleine’s mystical disappearance.
Everyone in the small town, however, is not as accommodating
and Patricia soon realizes that her questions tear up old
wounds.
What really happened to Madeleine on that late summer
evening, and what dark secrets are the people of Ljusskär
trying to hide?
The Book Club at the End of the World is a charming and
hopeful story about how love and friendship can heal old
wounds and help someone find a new beginning.

Shortlisted for the this year’s
Feel-Good at the Swedish
Adlibris Award 2019

Frida Skybäck is passionate about two things; telling captivating stories and making room for
more complex and interesting female characters in the literary world. Her novels always include
characters depicted with warmth and empathy, love, relationship drama, touching life stories and
dark family secrets.

After completing a suite of hugely popular
historical novels, Frida Skybäck took the leap
into a modern setting with The Bookshop on
Riverside Drive. The book became a great
success, reaching no 1 on the Swedish
bestseller list all genres. Her second
contemporary novel, The Book Club at the End
of the World, has been as equally celebrated by
readers and critics and debuted at no 3 on the
Swedish bestseller list all genres.

Christoffer Holst
Sunshine and Parmesan
- 25 000 copies sold!
Rasmus is a former star in a dance band who spends his
days on his sister’s couch having a really hard time getting
over his ex-girlfriend.
Hilda loves cooking more than anything else in this world.
But her job as a chef at a day care doesn’t fully satisfy her
dreams. Especially not since she started hooking up with
the boss…
To get out and see the world, she and Rasmus have booked
a trip to Tuscany where they will learn to cook Italian
cuisine. While still at the airport, there is a turn of events
because the hotel in Italy has burned down to the ground.
Instead, now the trip will go to a quaint little bed &
breakfast in Öregrund, by the coast of Roslagen, Sweden.
Once there the members on this cooking trip will get to
know each other closely and feelings will blossom.
Meanwhile secrets that they are trying to keep hidden will
stir up trouble.

CHRISTOFFER HOLST writes books about love.
Sometimes they are feel-good novels with love
between the characters. Sometimes it’s the love for
food. Eat-good novels. Although their common
denominator is always a focus on love and
relationships and his writing style is quick and
cinematic.

-

"If Fredrik Backman and Emma Hamberg
had a love baby
it would be Christoffer Holst"
- Kulturkollo

Cilla Storm Series
Sweet, Red Summer Dreams &
Blue, Blue Waves of Autumn &
Cold White Winter Nights is a

charming book series in which
unexpected love takes place and
mysterious murders disturbs the
otherwise peaceful life in the
Swedish archipelago.
The Cilla Storm series has the
ultimate combo of everything you
love. Chardonnay, murder mysteries,
friendship, neighbors with secrets,
beautiful settings, a charming police
officer and lots of romance. All the
feels. And lots of tasty wine.

Bibliography
2021 - Part 4 Cilla Storm Series
2020 - Cold White Winter Nights
2020 - Sunshine and Parmesan, 320 pages
2019 - Blue, Blue Waves of Autumn, 300 pages
2019 - What Others Cannot See, YA 192 pages
2018 - Sweet, Red Summer Dreams, 303 pages
2017 - The City Lights Will Brighten Our Night, 250 pages
2017 - He Waits For Darkness to Strike, YA 200 pages
2016 - Mindfulness For Losers, 283 pages
2015 - My Heart Will Go On, 220 pages

Rights sold Cilla Storm Series:
Sweden: Forum - Lovereads (Book 1 - 4)
Netherlands: Stortebeeker (book 1)
Denmark: Gyldendal - Flamingo (book 1 & 2)
Germany: Heyne (Book 1 - 4)
Russia: EKSMO (book1)
Lithuania: Obuolys (book1)

24 Good Deeds
Emma carries an enormous guilt after she lost her husband on
a Christmas Eve. She has a hard time coping with her new
situation even though two years have passed and it’s difficult
to find a meaning with life. The bad conscious is eating her up,
could she have done anything different to save him?
Her sister is doing everything she can to get Emma on track
and suggests her to take on a new hobby. Emma hates the idea
but on her way home she bumps into an old and confused man
who has gotten lost in the snowstorm. She decides to make
sure that he gets home safely. That evening an idea is born
within Emma. She is going to do 24 good deeds. That is her
new hobby! One for every day until Christmas.
She had gotten used to being alone but during these winter
days she will come to meet a large group of people whom will
change her life. But will her good deeds be enough to chase
away the darkness that lives inside her? What will her life look
like when she wakes up on Christmas eve?

”A warm Feel-good novel - like a movie by Nora Ephron.” Damernas värld, Magazine
24 Good Deeds is a warm, sincere and romantic story about
how both wonderful and lonely Christmas can make you
feel. How hard it is to move on and how help from a friend
or two can really change things.
English Sample & Storyline available
Rights Sold:
Sweden: Norstedts
Denmark: Palatium
Finland: Gummerus
Germany: DuMont
Latvia: Latvijas Mediji
Film rights: Nordisk film
Bibliography
2020 My Secret Life
2019 One Step at a Time, 313 pages
2018 24 Good Deeds, 272 pages
2018 Greetings From Båstad
2016 Dream’s Road

My Secret Life
When Moa’s grandmother passes away,
she suddenly inherits an apartment. It’s
worn down, a bit too gloomy and filled
with old furniture. And it’s also on the
wrong side of town. At least according to
her partner Ruben. The plan is to sell the
apartment.
The more time Moa spends at the
apartment, the more she starts to like it.
Soon she realises how different she and
Ruben are, and how much she adapts to
his way of living. Slowly she begins
building her own, secret life. The life she
actually wants to live, without anyone
else’s demands.
At the same time letters begin showing up
at the doorstep. The letters contain diary
notes and clues that paint a different
picture of the grandmother than the one
Moa originally had. She will soon realise
she isn’t the only one with secrets.

Rights sold:
Sweden: Norstedts
Denmark: Palatium

Jenny Fagerlund writes warm, romantic and realistic relationship novels with
depth. All emotions are covered in her books. Her series of Stand-alone novels are
like postcards written from different places around Sweden.

The ability to write in page-turner style without losing depth and reflection is a gift
that Jenny Fagerlund has. Her fine descriptions of everyday life come in the small
details, the sudden moves, the shifts in mood, all the little things that we do everyday
without thinking of them. Her writing is so alive and real you almost forget you are
reading. And to dare to let the characters show themselves in both good and bad,
gives the human touch. Nobody’s perfect. But we try.

Villa Sea Breeze
by Caroline Säfstrand
Looking for three people to help with the restoration
of a health resort with a distinguished past. Payment:
Accommodations and food. Demands: you should be
handy but come with light baggage only.
Sophie reluctantly returns to her childhood home, to
the famed Villa Sea Breeze health resort, which she
inherited after her mother passed away. She has no
wish to remain there longer than necessary and her
plan is to return to her career and life in Berlin as
quickly as possible.
But selling a rundown hotel turns out to be more
troublesome than expected and she gets the advice to
renovate it first. She puts up ad for help and shortly
three people, very different from each other but
hungry to pitch in, move into the house. Each longs for
a break from their old lives. It will come to pass that
their baggage isn’t as light as they first say, but slowly
as the house begins to change, so will the people
inside it.

Secrets, Glories and a Message Between the Lines
Shortlisted for this year's Feel-Good at the Swedish Adlibris Award 2019
Shortlisted for Best Audiobook in the Novel Category at the Storytel Awards 2020

Sneak peak of Caroline Säfstrand’s next
book: Writing Club for Happy Endings already sold to Forum (Sweden) and Alpha
(Denmark)

Rights sold:
Germany: Blanvalet
Denmark: Alpha
Sweden: Norstedts
Norway: Anemone, Strawberry Publishing
Bibliography:
2021 - Writing Club for Happy Endings
2019 - Villa Sea Breeze, 300 pages
2018 - Always Your Daughter, 300 pages
2017- Mystery’s Kitchen, 300 pages
2015- Time Heals No Wounds, 302 pages
2014- If You Only Knew, 284 pages

HAPPY DAMN CHRISTMAS
Birgitta Bergin
Amy loves Christmas. At least she thinks she does.
Lately all Christmas traditions and to-do-lists have felt
forced. And the pressure isn’t getting lighter with the
fact that Amy’s crime debut seems to have passed both
readers and book shops by without anyone noticing.
Even despite her efforts to make herself heard amongst
the media noise.
Everything changes when Sweden’s most successful
publisher contacts her. He flashes a five-book deal in her
face, invents a new genre, wants her to add more erotic
scenes and makes sure to get Amy on a news morning
sofa on TV. The Swedish media wake up and suddenly
Amy becomes coveted but at a price: she is being stalked
by a cyberbully.
Christmas approaches quickly, the kitchen renovations
turn into complete chaos, her book hits the bestseller
lists and she is spotted in the headlines in a hot embrace
with a complete stranger.
Rights sold:
Sweden: Bokfabriken
Pages: 352

HAPPY DAMN CHRISTMAS is a realistic
Christmas novel about the holiday so many of
us love to hate. It's also a story with insights on
how the life is for a debutant author in today's
publishing industry with all its expectations
and glamour.
Bibliography:
2020 - Happy Damn Christmas (Älskade jävla jul)
2019 - Everybody Loves Bianca (Alla älskar Bianca)
2019 - The Madwoman - the Neighbor from Hell
(Toktanten - grannen från helvetet)
2018 - The Dutchman (Holländarn)
2017 - Something You Don’t Know (Något du inte vet
att jag vet)
2016 - An Irresistible Desire (Ett oemotståndligt begär)
2016 - As sure as Fate (Som ett brev på posten)
2015 - An Irresistible Affair (En oemotståndlig affär)
2014 - An Irresistible Proposal (Ett oemotståndligt
förslag)

Birgitta Bergin is one of Sweden’s most
beloved Feel-good writers. She writes
entertaining and touching relationship dramas.

She worked for several years in advertising and
marketing, but now works full time as an author.
Bergin resides in Marbella and Sweden.

A Crinoline Christmas
Amanda Hellberg
A Crinoline Christmas is the perfect festive romance in
a historic setting, promising snow, roaring fires, chilling
mystery and breathtaking passion. A sparkling seasonal
love story about longing, hauntings and hope.
Victorian Sweden, 1870: In the wake of the great famine
Lovisa Lind is ready to follow millions of Swedes and
emigrate to America in search of a better life. But first she
has promised to spend one final Christmas in Sweden
with her friend and employer Madame Brask, the
formidable candy shop owner, and help prepare the
sweets for Baron von Drever's spectacular winter ball at
Mollberga Manor. Reluctant to open her heart to the
season, Lovisa is horrified to discover that stern widower
von Drever makes her frozen heart thaw. But a
relationship would be unthinkable due to the conventions
of the day, not to mention that the Baron is surrounded
by dark rumors; was he involved in the death of the
Baroness? As the midwinter cold paralyzes the
countryside, Lovisa is pulled into a perfect storm of
burning desire, beautiful gowns and nightly hauntings.
But who are the ghostly shadows lurking in the old
mansion, and in Lovisa's own mind? How did the
Baroness die? And will Lovisa leave Sweden forever?

Rights sold:
Sweden - Lovereads
English Sample and Storyline available

Amanda Hellberg is an author, artist and illustrator
who grew up in the Swedish countryside and moved
to the UK in her 20s. Amanda's prose is effortlessly
beautiful, and her novels are full of sumptuous
descriptions and great psychological insight,
passionate relationships and thrilling events, often
in historic settings. Her writing has been compared
to Donna Tartt and Diana Gabaldon.

The Bergendahl Family Series
by Camilla Davidsson
Part 3 in the series:
Beneath the Same Sky is a story about what
happens when the life you built and have
fought for no longer provides you with
happiness of what is truly important in life.
This is Leo’s book.

Part 2 in the series:
In the shade of the Fig Tree is the standalone continuation to the successful book
Small Apartment With Potential. It’s a warm
and loving depiction about getting up when
you have fallen and about the courage to
stand up for yourself and what you believe
in.
This is Susanne’s book.
60 000 copies sold!

Part 1 in the series:
Small Apartment with Potential is a feel-good
novel with both hope and despair that takes
place in the luxurious parts of Stockholm and
the snowed-in cabins in Dalarna. It is about
finding yourself and daring to take the leap to
prioritise the things that are really important in
life.
This is Sofia’s book
80 000 Copies sold!

Bibliography
Rights Sold:
2020 - Beneath the Same Sky, 309 pages
Sweden: Printz Publishing
2019 - In the Shade of the Fig Tree, 290 pages
Denmark: Palatium Books
2018 - Small Apartment With Potential, 300 pages
2017 - Songs in the Nightfall, 320 pages
2016 - The Angels Dance at Dawn, 320 pages
2015 - The Guest House at the End of the World, 328 pages
2014 - Under the Stars of the Milky Way, 298 pages

Jöns Hellsing
The Hope Island Trilogy
An absorbing storyteller who’s heart is
divided between Sweden and Scotland
Jöns Hellsing is never half-hearted in what he
does, neither in life nor in his writing, which he
likens to building a linguistic cathedral.
Innovative and image-driven, he takes his time,
mulling over his stories until the final scene is
written in letters of fire in his mind. Only then
does he venture to put the words down.
The ability to keep the reader engaged and
wanting to know more, in a style that is elegant
and entertaining, is one of Jöns Hellsing’s
strengths in the first volume, Handyman
Wanted, a vivid blend of a modern-day John
Irving and Jonathan Tropper. When Jöns reads,
he is drawn to Helena von Zweigbergk, Jonas
Gardell and Peter May.
Besides writing, Jöns Hellberg is a copywriter,
composer as well as a handyman while
renovating his seaside writer’s lair in Scotland.
Jöns Hellsing lives with his wife and three sons
on Lidingö, just outside Stockholm.

THE HOPE ISLAND TRILOGY is a romantic tale of freedom
and of Scottish islanders’ fight against the powers that be. A
drama that came to Jöns Hellsing as he contemplated his
own family history on inherited land in the Hebrides. The
windswept environment makes a perfect setting for an adult
saga of desire, insurmountable obstacles and fiery characters
who triumph in the end.
The framework for the trilogy is the Scottish Island and the
oppressed islanders who rise up against the central power
personified by a corrupt English lord. The main characters
are John and Heather.

HANDYMAN WANTED. I

HALFWAY TO HEAVEN. II

QUEEN OF THE WAVES. III

"Handyman Wanted is a real feel good pearl"
Akademibokhandeln, Umeå

"What a debut! I was quickly captivated and had a hard time putting down the book"
Johannas bokblogg

”An entertaining novel with dark undertones”
Btj-häfte 21
In the first book, John falls in love with the Island but not only the landscape. Towards the end of the story he realises
that Heather is his soulmate, but she is married to a guy with hard fists.
In book two, Heather's pub is burned down and the Lord develops his plans to build a submarine harbour on the island
for the army. It would completely kill all the fishing and destroy the beautiful and untouched coastal nature.
In book three, we hope for John and Heather to find each other and for the Lord to meet his fate, for the island to be
rescued. Hopefully, Heather can run her seafood restaurant and the countryside will be alive, so that the Island
flourishes again.
All three books are told with ease and style, humour and depth, strong emotions, revenge, victory and steamy love.

Bibliography

Rights Sold

2020 - Queen of the Waves, 350 pages
2018 - Halfway to Heaven, 350 pages
2017 - Handyman Wanted, 340 pages

Denmark - HarperCollins Nordic
Finland - HarperCollins Nordic
Norway - HarperCollins Nordic
Sweden - HarperCollins Nordic

English sample by Deborah Bragan-Turner

Broken Legs and Broken Hearts - a Completely
Impossible Christmas
Humor, warmth and highly amusing situations.
Broken Legs and Broken Hears - a Completely Impossible
Christmas is a humorous and warm novel about the
expectations we make - for ourselves and others, especially
on Christmas. It’s about loneliness and friendship, about lies
and unconventional tricks to get what you want. And perhaps
to have a chance at love. Most of all it’s a novel about finding
yourself – even when a busy Christmas is approaching.
In 2021 - Cracked Eggs and Dizzy Chickens - a Completely
Impossible Easter will follow up on this success!
Complete English translation available
307 Pages
Rights sold:
Sweden: LB förlag
Germany: Btb
France: Gaia
Latvia: Latvijas Mediji
Denmark: Palatium Books

Bibliography
2020 - The Toilet Paper King
2018- Broken Legs and Broken Hearts
2018 - Inside the Walls
2016 – The Scarred Pianist
2012 – The Daughters of the Marionettes
2010 – Eye for an Eye, Paw for a Paw
2010 – Drama Queens
2010 – On the Other side of the Sun
2008 – Always With You
2007 – Cleopatra's Comb
2006 – Buster's Ears
2005 – Caipirinha With Death
FULL ENGLISH material available on
Broken Legs and Broken Hearts, The
Scarred Pianist and Buster’s Ears. Samples
on all other titles. German complete
translation on all.

Awarded author - Maria Ernestam is gifted
with the keen eye that characterizes an
attentive observer. Her novels are based on
strong relationship dramas. She approaches
the major human issues with her characteristic
sharp humor. With her beautiful language she
portrays relationships with psychological
acuity and insight.
Originally a journalist, Maria also studied
English literature and mathematics. Later she
lived in the United States, where she took a
Master of Arts in political science. She also
lived in Germany for eleven years and worked
as a foreign correspondent for Veckans affärer
and Dagens Medicin. Maria lives in Stockholm
with her family. Raised in Uppsala, she spends
her summers in Frillesås on the Swedish West
Coast.

THE TOILET PAPER KING
He really knew how to hoard! Meet Ejnar
Svensson – the junior official who became
The Toilet Paper King of Sweden and beyond,
due to a counting error. In Maria Ernestam’s
phenomenal short story an embarrassing
mistake is turned into a victory for the whole
city. The story is told from the point of view
of the power figure of Vallerås, the Chairman
of the Municipal Council himself. But how far
can you push an involuntary hero on his
toilet paper strewn tribute trip? And what
happens when it all ends? This is an
incredibly charming story about human
vanity, the ordinary man on the street and
the unexpected twists and turns of life.

Maria Ernestam about the book:
”We can give our lives all kinds of elegance and shine – our looks,
our homes and even our misfortune– but what we do in the
bathroom is something we can’t glorify. There the remainings are
the same whether you are poor or rich. The only way to hide this
unpleasant fact is to wipe yourself as nicely as you can. Without
toilet paper we get thrown back to miserable old times –
circumstances no one would like to get thrown back to. It is about
keeping your dignity. Especially so in a time of crisis.”

Short novel - 2hr playtime Audiobook & E-book

Rights sold:
Sweden: Bonnier Bookery
Germany: Btb
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